Cement
Producing well:
Traveling block
Annular BOP
Ram BOPs
Conductor
Drilling riser
Casing
Drill pipe
Drill collars
Drill bit
Kelly
Kelly bushing
Top Drive
Drilling floor
Annular BOP
Ram BOPs
(Blow-Out Preventer)
Conductor
Drill pipe
Casing
Cement
Drill collars
Drill bit
Tubing
Casing
Cement
Casing
Liner
Railsback's Petroleum Geoscience and Subsurface Geology
Tubulars and other drilling technology
(various kinds of oilfield pipe)
Sources include Schlumberger's Oilfield Glossary and Rigzone's How it Works.
For more on Top Drive and Kelly, see the PG&SG page on "Driving mechanisms"